







• Extend the existing PCRTM to include solar
reflection contribution.
• Generate robust cloud/aerosol LUTs for fast
radiative transfer simulation.
• Training radiance data for IASI, NASTI, CrIS,
AIRS, and SHIS instruments for PC based fast
radiative transfer simulation.




• Start from version 2, DISORT needs the full phase
function Legendre expansion to reconstruct the
actual phase function for single and secondary
scattering calculation. For some ice clouds, hundreds
or thousands of Legendre polynomial expansion
terms are required.
• One has to determine how many stream should be
used in DISORT. In general, larger stream number
gives better results but increase the computational
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– It subtracts the single‐scattered intensity from the ‐M phase function
(calculated from just 2N terms), then add back the ‐scaled intensity based on
the ‘exact’ phase function (calculated from all available terms in the Legendre
expansion) and the unscaled single scattering albedo.
• IMS method:
– It is an improved version of TMS method which intended to correct for errors
in the aureole (near‐forward‐scattering) region by approximating secondary or
higher orders of scattering.
• Remain Problems:
– The DISORT called ‘exact phase function’ or ‘actual phase function’ is
calculated from the available Legendre expansion coefficients. It may have big
difference with the ‘real phase function’ for strongly anisotropic scattering
with limited terms of expansion coefficients.
• Over thousands terms needed
• Compare with radiance calculation using real full phase function (Monte‐Carlo)












The so‐called ‘actual phase function’ was reconstructed from 1500 phase moments, which was constant
in all the calculations. The multiple scattering induced oscillation caused either by the ‐M phase









• To get solid results for ice cloud LUTs, we used:
– Real phase function for single and secondary scattering.
– Neighborhood Watch Strategy: compare neighboring ‐M
phase function for multiple scattering simulation
• If |PF2N‐PF2N‐2|>0.01 or |PF2N‐PF2N+2|>0.01 then DISORT will be
called at these three stream numbers and the medium output will
be taken as the final result.
• If |PF2N‐PF2N‐2|<0.01 or |PF2N‐PF2N+2|<0.01 then DISORT is called at
stream number 2N only.
– Use this method, we can get very accurate results using
very small stream number (< 20 or even 10) for highly



















• The cloud/aerosol bidirectional reflectance and transmittance have
been carefully calculated using the modified DISORT under over 10
millions of diverse conditions with varying cloud particle size,
optical depth, wavelength, satellite viewing direction, and solar
angles.
• The obtained results were compressed significantly using principal
component analysis and used in the mono domain radiance
calculation (part II of this work).
– More details may be found in
• X. Liu, Q. Yang, W. Wu, S. Kizer, P. Yang, Z. Jin, B. Wielicki, and R. Baize,
Progress on Fast and Accurate Radiative Transfer Model Development in
the Presence of Multiple Scattering Clouds and Aerosols, CLARREO SDT



















































• Robust cloud/aerosol LUTs were generated using
modified DISORT.
• Solar spectral reflection contribution was added to previous
PCRTM model. We trained the data for instruments IASI,
NASTI, CrIS, AIRS, and SHIS using the new data. New EOFs and
PC scores were obtained for these instruments.
• The trained results were used for IASI retrieval validation. The
simulated results were excellently agreed with the
observations.
• The results from the new PCRTM_Solar were comparable to
those obtained from LBLRT v12.2, RTTOV v11.2, and OSS
software. In the high wavenumber range beyond 1800 cm‐1,
our results were better since solar contribution was included
in our model.
